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State Officer Dress Code Policy- updated November 2023  

Officer candidates should read the Dress Code/Travel Policy carefully.  

This form must be signed by the officer candidate and his/her parent/guardian and returned to the State 
Officer Advisor. 

► South Carolina HOSA officers must dress in official HOSA uniform when representing HOSA at 
professional events. 

 

HOSA Uniform Policy: 
  

1. Tailored navy blazer with emblem affixed over the heart.  
2. Matching navy slacks or navy knee-length skirt. 
3. White, closed-neck, tailored dress shirt suitable for tie or scarf. 
4. Accents: maroon HOSA scarf or maroon or navy long tie.  
5. Closed-toe blue or black (hose optional for women). 
6. Belt (blue or black). 
7. Head covers that are required for religious purposes or to honor cultural tradition are allowed. 

► Awards Unlimited Supply Service is the official supplier for the blazer. SC HOSA has an 
inventory of blazers and will attempt to supply officers with blazers.  Officers are responsible for 
purchasing the remainder of their HOSA uniform at their expense. 

► Should SC HOSA supply a state officer with a blazer, that blazer must be returned to SC HOSA 
at the end of their term or when they are no longer a SC HOSA state officer. 

► Additional SC HOSA activities may require different types of dress, such as HOSA business or 
HOSA casual attire.  

► You will be instructed by your state officer coach or state advisor, when to wear your 
professional business or casual attire. 

► It is important to follow the dress code as directed for each activity.  Failure to follow the dress 
code may result in disciplinary action. 

 
I have read and understand the above South Carolina HOSA Dress Code Policies. 

 

 
    

 
 
 
 

  

 

 
 

Advisor Signature 

 Parent or Guardian Signature 

Candidate Signature Date 

Date 

Date 


